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In detail

Facts 

BlackRock receives supplies of management services through an IT platform named Aladdin from BFMI, 
a company established in the United States. BlackRock uses those services to manage both special 
investment funds (‘SIFs’), which are expressly exempted under Article 135(1)(g) of the VAT Directive, and 
other funds, which are subject to VAT.  

The dispute in the present case is whether the supply of services made by the third-party provider, BFMI, 
to a fund manager, BlackRock, fall within in the exemption of Article 135(1)(g) of Directive 2006/112, 
where those services are intended to be used simultaneously to manage SIFs and other funds. 

Opinion of the Advocate General 
The AG decided that the exemption provided in Article 135(1)(g) of the VAT Directive is not applicable to 
management activities provided by an IT platform used for both SIFs and other funds. It follows that, in 
the present case, the exemption provided for the management of SIFs cannot be granted to the services 
provided by BFMI to BlackRock.  

In rendering his opinion, the AG noted that: 

1. The supply of these management services constitutes a single supply, comprising several elements 
placed on the same footing,  

2. The application of a VAT rate on a pro rata basis for the services provided by BFMI is not possible 
since the distinct characteristics within the supply cannot be isolated in order to determine which 
share of services is intended to manage SIFs and which the other funds, and  

In brief 

On 11 March 2020, the Advocate General (hereafter "AG") issued his opinion in the European Court of 
Justice (hereafter "ECJ") Case C-231/19 in relation to the application of the VAT exemption on the 
provision of management services by third party used for the management of both special investment 
funds and other funds. 
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3. In circumstances that it is possible to identify precisely and objectively the services provided 
specifically for SIFs, the exemption could possibly be granted to those services only.  
 
 

The takeaway 

The opinion of the AG sheds light on the application of the VAT exemption in relation to the management of 
special investment funds. According to the opinion, a fund manager company providing management services to 
both special investment funds as well as other funds, runs the risk of not being eligible for the VAT exemption for 
the services acquired and used for all funds.  

Whilst the opinion of the Advocate General is not binding it does represent a position that may be accepted and 
followed by the ECJ. In practise the ECJ tends to follow more frequently than not the opinions published by the 
Advocate General. The Judgement of the ECJ is expected to be issued during 2020. 
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